AI Journal - Classic and Prominent Paper Awards 2018

The AI Journal is pleased to **Announce Two Awards** for papers published in the journal:

- **The AIJ Prominent Paper Award** recognizes outstanding papers published not more than seven years ago in the AI Journal that are exceptional in their significance and impact.

  Nominations are now solicited for papers published in AIJ between 2011 and 2017 for the 2018 Prominent Paper Award.

  Here is the complete list of this year's [Eligible Prominent Papers](#).

- **The AIJ Classic Paper Award** recognizes outstanding papers published at least 15 calendar years ago in the AI Journal that are exceptional in their significance and impact.

  So for this year, eligible papers for the Classic Paper award are those published in AIJ between 1970 and 2002. Here is the complete list of this year's [Eligible Classic Papers](#).

  The nomination **deadline is 20 April 2018**. Information about the format of nominations and the **evaluation criteria for these two awards can be found here**:  

  AIJ Classic Paper Award.
  AIJ Prominent Paper Award.